
ZU{TH 28/93Early Reionization in CosmologyR. DurrerUniversit�at Z�urichInstitut f�ur Theoretische PhysikWinterthurerstrasse 190CH{8057 Z�urichSWITZERLAND1 IntroductionSince this is the �rst contribution to this meeting which is mainly involved in cosmology, Iwould like to put it into its cosmological perspective:In the standard model of cosmology we assume that the universe is homogeneous andisotropic on large enough scales. This assumption, originally probably made just by reasonsof simplicity, leads to a so called Friedmann Lemâ�tre universe which explains, e.g., the wellestablished uniform Hubble expansion [1]. Within this model, the universe started out from anextremely dense, hot initial state and subsequently cooled by adiabatic expansion undergoing aseries of phase transitions. At a temperature of about 0.1MeV� 109K, deuterons become stableand virtually all the neutrons present are bound into 4He. This leads to the well establishedabundances of the light elements. As the universe cools further, below about 3000oK there areno longer enough ionizing photons around to keep the Hydrogen Helium plasma ionized. Thematter in the universe recombines to neutral H/He and the universe becomes transparent tothe cosmic radiation �eld. Radiation can then propagate freely, inuenced only by the cosmicexpansion and redshifted to the 2:7oK microwave background which we observe today. At re-combination, the age of the universe was t � 2 � 105years, which corresponds to a redshift ofzR � 1100.We now want to discuss the possibility, that the cosmic plasma might have reionized againat some lower redshift zi < zR. The reason one might want to investigate this idea is twofold:� Observationally: The Gunn Peterson test, i.e. the absence of a Lyman-� trough in allthe observed quasar spectra, shows that the intergalactic medium is ionized for z < 4:5[2, 3]� Theoretically: The anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) haveturned out to represent one of the most stringent 'bottle necks' which a scenario ofstructure formation has to pass in order to be acceptable. As a possibility to relax thisconstraint, it has been proposed that early reionization can damp CMB uctuations onsmall scales (� � 6o) due to photon di�usion in the ionized plasma [4]. We shall illustratethis idea in this paper.In the next section, we want to explain the inuences of reionization on the cosmic microwavebackground: It leads to damping of uctuations due to photon di�usion on one hand and slightlydistorts the CMB spectrum on the other hand. In Section 3, we discuss the processes in theplasma which have to be taken into account to describe reionization and formulate the systemof di�erential equations. Finally we draw conclusions and outline future progress.In this contribution we use the following notation:� Greek indices run from 0 to 3 and latin ones from 1 to 31



� We assume throughout a spatially at universe, i.e. the density parameter, 
tot =�tot=�c = 1 (a possible curvature would only change angles, but no other conclusionssince we are mainly interested in the regime z >> 1).� We choose t as conformal time coordinate and work with the metric signature (�;+;+;+),so that ds2 = a(t)2(�dt2 + dx2).� Boldface characters denote 3 dimensional vectors.� We parametrize Hubble's constant by H0 = 100km/(s Mpc)h. The density parameter ofthe baryons, is denoted by 
B = �B=�c = �B=(7:7h250 � 10�29g=cm3). Observations limit0:5 < h < 0:8 and (including nucleosythesis calculations) 0:01 < 
B < 0:1.2 Reionization and the cosmic microwave background2.1 Damping of uctuations by photon di�usionAs we shall see in this paragraph, reionization can lead to a substantial damping of uctua-tions in the CMB on small angular scales. This is important for some scenarios of structureformation to overcome present limits posed by small and medium angular scale experiments(see contribution of P. Richards in this proceedings). As an example, we mention the recentlyinvestigated scenario with cold dark matter (CDM) and texture seeds [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. There,an analysis of CMB anisotropies shows that early reionization is a crucial ingredient for thisscenario [10]. Without damping, the small scale anisotropies would dominate and exceed ob-served limits. On the other hand, studies of the texture scenario show, that textures lead toearly formation of objects [7]. At a redshift z � 50 about 1% of the baryons in the universehave collapsed and formed objects with mass Mnl � 105M� [11]. If one assumes that, due tothe formation of these objects, radiation energy of about 100keV per nucleon is emitted, thiswould yield a total energy density of this ionizing radiation �i = q�B � 10�6�B � 103eV � nB,which is by far enough to reionize all the hydrogen in the universe.By early reionization in this context we mean that it has to happen early enough so thatCompton scattering of electrons is still e�ective. At late times electrons are too sparse toscatter photons e�ectively and the electron proton plasma is again decoupled from radiation.This decoupling time is determined by the optical depth due to Compton scattering being equalto unity:� = Z tdect0 ne�Tadt = 1 ;which leads to a decoupling redshift ofzdec = 100(0:025
Bh )2=3 ; (1)where �T denotes the Thomson cross section. We further assume (for simplicity) 
tot = 1, sothat a substantial amount (about 90-95%) of non baryonic, dark matter has to be present. Weparametrize the metric of this spatially at Friedmann universe by using conformal time,ds2 = a2(�dt2 + dx2) : (2)The physical time di�erential is thus given by adt.We now want to investigate how CMB anisotropies on scales smaller than tdec, i.e., � <1=pzdec + 1 � 6o can be damped if reionization happens substantially before zdec.2



Boltzmann's equation for Compton scattering is given byp�@�f � �i��p�p� @f@pi = C[f ] ; (3)where f denotes the distribution function of the photons and C[f ] is the collision integral.In a perturbed Friedmann universe we separate f into an isotropic background contributionand a small perturbation f = �f + �f . One can then �nd a gauge{invariant (i.e. invariantunder linearized coordinate transformations) variable F , which reduces to �f for perturbationswhich are much smaller than the size of the horizon. For the energy integrated \brightnessperturbation"M = 4�� Z 10 Fp3dpthe perturbation of the Boltzmann equation (3) then becomes (for scalar perturbations)_M+ �i@iM = 4�i@i(��	) + a�Tne[D(r)g �M� 4�il@iV + 12�ijM ij ] : (4)Here � is a unit vector which denotes the direction of the photon momentum, V is a potentialfor the baryon velocity, �, 	 are the so called Bardeen potentials which parametrize scalarperturbations of the geometry and l is an arbitrary length scale introduced merely to keep theperturbation variables dimensionless. Furthermore�ij = �i�j � 13�ij ;D(r)g = (1=4�) Z M(�)d
 andM ij = 38� Z M(�)�ijd
] :The baryon equation of motion isl@j _V + (_a=a)l@iV = @i	� a�Tne�r3�b (Mj + 4l@iV ) ; (5)with Mj = 34� Z �jMd
 :An introduction to gauge{invariant cosmological perturbation theory and a thorough deriva-tion of eqs. (4,5) is given in [9].In eq. (4) the �rst contribution to the right hand side is the gravitational force. In thesecond contribution, the collision integral, the �rst two terms are the usual smoothing, thenthere is a Doppler term and the �nal term is due to the anisotropy of the Compton cross section(it can be neglected in the limit of very many collisions). In eq. (5) we see, that on the righthand side the drag force due to the radiation drag experienced by the electrons is added to thewell known gravitational acceleration term.We now want to estimate the damping of M due to photon di�usion. Setting tT =(a�Tne)�1, we investigate the limit tT=t << 1. In deepest order we �nd_D(r)g = (4=3)l4V = (4=3) _D(B)g ;where D(B)g is a perturbation variable for the baryon energy density perturbation, and thesecond equal sign is due to the baryon number conservation equation. In this limit therefore,3



the entropy per baryon is conserved, �s=s = �nB=nB , i.e., baryons and radiation behave likea single perfect uid with energy density �r + �B and pressure pr = (1=3)�r . We now wantto analyse the system (4,5) in second order. Let us �rst neglect the time dependence of thecoe�cients and make a plane wave ansatzV /M / ei(k � x�!t) :Inserting this ansatz into (4,5), we obtain the following dispersion relation in lowest order ktTand !tT , i.e., for short waves;! = !0 + i ; !0 = kp3(1 +R) ;  = k2tT6 (R2 + (4=5)(R + 1))(R + 1)2 ; (6)with R = 3�B=4�r [4, 9]. In the matter dominated regime, R >> 1, we have  � k2tT6 � 2�tTl2where l denotes the wavelength of the perturbation.We then approximate the total damping bye�f with f = Z tendtin (t)dt ;where tend is de�ned by tT (tend) = l=2� or tend = tdec (whatever condition is satis�ed earlier);and tin is the time when the perturbation enters the horizon tin � l=2 or the time of reionization,tin = ti (whatever happens later).If we use this estimates for damping of uctuations induced by a spherically symmetriccollapsing texture [5, 7, 9], we obtainf = 8<: �1+zdec1+zc �3=2 ��1+zdec1+zc �15=8 � 1� for zc > zdec0 else, (7)where zc denotes the redshift of texture collapse, t(zc) � tc � l and we have assumed zi > zc.This naive estimate, which leads to a factor � 15 damping for zc = 90zdec (tc = 0:1tdec);a factor � 5 damping for zc = 10zdec (tc = 0:3tdec) and a factor � 1:6 of damping forzc = 2zdec (tc = (1=p2)tdec).In Fig. 1-4 we show the results from numerical integration of the system (4,5), with agravitational �eld induced from a spherically symmetric, collapsing texture [10]. Comparisonswith the naive predictions (7) show that our approximation is actually quite reasonable!This result tells us also that we must require at least zi > 2zdec to obtain damping by, say,a factor of 2.2.2 Spectral distortionIn addition to damping the amplitude of uctuations, the reionized plasma also distorts CMBspectrum: The ionizing radiation does not only ionize matter but also heats up the plasmato temperatures around typically Te � 0.3 to a few eV. Nonrelativistic Compton scatteringup scatters the low energy microwave photons. If the Plasma has a thermal (Boltzmann)distribution and the Photons are Planck distributed (as in our situation), the induced changein the spectrum can be described by a single parameter, the Compton{y parameter [12, 13]:y � �Tme Z t0ti ne(Te � TCMB)adt � 0:4 � 10�5 � 1 + zi1 + zdec�3=2 (T e=2eV ) ; (8)4



where T e is a weighted \mean electron Temperature":T e = (zi + 1)�3=2 Z zi0 Te(z + 1)1=2dz :(This approximation is excellent for Te >> TCMB and zi >> 1, i.e. the situation we areinterested in.)The observational limit set by the FIRAS experiment on COBE (see J. Mather, this Pro-ceedings) isy < 2:5�5 : (9)In the next section we shall see, that ionization can be maintained by collisions only if Te � 1:5eVand, on the other hand, it seems to require quite some �ne tuning to maintain the plasma ionizedby photoionization without heating it up to a temperature of about (1 { 2)eV. If we thereforeassume a mean electron temperature ofT e � 1:5eV ;observation (9) already limits the ionizing redshift tozi � 4zdec :Improving the observational limit of the y{parameter by about a factor of 5 would there-fore rule out reionization which happens early enough to lead to signi�cant damping of CMBuctuations (zi > 2zdec, say)!3 Requirements for an ionizing radiation �eldWe now assume that at some high redshift z >> zdec there exists an ionizing radiation �eldwhich originates from the �rst nonlinear density perturbations, i.e. the �rst 'macroscopic'baryonic objects in the universe formed by some unknown mechanism, and which is capable ofreionizing the universe. We want to study the properties of this radiation.Its energy density �i and its spectrum fi are related by�i = 1�2 Z 10 !3fi(!)d! (�h = c = kB = 1) : (10)We set�i = q�Band assume that q is slowly varying over some time period, where �B is the baryon energydensity. For this radiation to be able to ionize the universe, we must requireni(! > �) � nB (� = 1Ry = �2me=2 = 13:6eV ); where (11)ni = 1�2 Z 10 !2fi(!)d! ;� denotes the �ne structure constant and me is the electron mass. To be speci�c, let us assumethat fi is a Planck spectrum with chemical potential � >> 1,fi = 1e!=Ti+� � 1 : 5



!0[eV] 
0 q=10�7 Ti=�= Refs.2 � 104 10�9 0:1(z + 1) 1:5 � 103 � (z + 1) Setti '90 [14]2 � 103 10�9 0:1(z + 1) 150 � (z + 1) Setti '90 [14]200 2 � 10�10 0:02(z + 1) 15 � (z + 1) Paresce & Stern '81 [15]100 6 � 10�10 0:06(z + 1) 7:6(z + 1) Paresce & Stern '81 [15]20 7 � 10�10 0:07(z + 1) 1:5 � (z + 1) Paresce & Stern '81 [15]8 4 � 10�8 4(z + 1) 0:6 � (z + 1) Holberg '86 [16]2:8 2 � 10�7 20(z + 1) 0:2 � (z + 1) Longair '90 [17]0:9 1:2 � 10�6 120(z + 1) 0:07 � (z + 1) Longair '90 [17]0:5 3 � 10�6 300(z + 1) 0:04 � (z + 1) Longair '90 [17]0:3 3 � 10�6 30(z + 1) 0:02 � (z + 1) Longair '90 [17]0:2 10�7 10(z + 1) 0:015 � (z + 1) Longair '90 [17]Table 1: Limits on di�use background radiation from X{rays down to the near infrared arelisted with the corresponding references. The precipitous rise of the limits below 10eV is dueto contributions from airglow and zodiacal lightFor this spectrum one �nds�i � 6�2T 4i e�� and thus q = 6T 4i e���2�B :The requirement (11) then yieldsq > 0:8� 10�7e(�=Ti)[(�=Ti)3 � 2(�=Ti)2 + 2(�=Ti)]�1 (12)This condition is shown by the heavy line in Fig. 5. It is compared with observational limits onbackground radiations at the wavelengths corresponding to the temperatures given in Table 1.The lower light line, which corresponds to those limits today, z = 0, shows that if there existsa unresolved ionizing radiation background today its energy has to be close to about 2eV andits intensity is only little (less than a factor of 3) below the observational limit. In the upperlight line we translate the limits of Table 1 to z = 10 (multiply by z + 1). The dashed regionis the allowed parameter range if the universe is to be photoionized until z = 10, i.e., untilrecombination is slower than expansion and the universe remains ionized without a ionizingradiation.3.1 Processes in the plasmaWe now calculate the ionization and recombination rates and the heating and cooling functionsfor the cosmic medium, neglecting the Helium contribution:Photoionization: The Karzas{Latter Photoionization cross section is given by�pi = 64�m2e�3p3(�=!)3gbf ; (13)where gbf is a Gaunt factor which we set equal to 1 in the sequel [18]. The photoionization rateis correspondinglyt�1pi = 8�me�53p3 (1� x) Z 1� !�1fid!�2 ; 6



where x = ne=nB is the ionization fraction. Inserting now the thermal spectrum de�ned beforewe obtaint�1pi � 6s�1 � q(1� x)(�=Ti)4E1(�=Ti)(
Bh20:025 )(1 + z200 )3 : (14)Here E1 denotes the usual integral exponential functionE1(x) = Z 1x e�xx dx :The photons do not only ionize the plasma, but with their remaining energy they also heatit up. This photoionization heating, �pi is given by�pi = 8�me�53p3 (1� x) Z 1� ! ��! fid!�2 ;� 78(eV=s) � q(1� x)(
Bh20:025 )(1 + z200 )3(�=Ti)3[e��=Ti � (�=Ti)E1(�=Ti)] : (15)Recombination: We obtain the the recombination cross section from a detailed balanceargument and the photoionization cross section [19]. This leads to the recombination ratet�1r = �1=2213=2�1=2�m3=2e 33=2 �3Te=2� + 1(Te=�)1=2 � x2nB� 10�13s�1 � (�=Te)1=2x2(
Bh20:025 )(1 + z200 )3 : (16)Due to the loss of one free particle, recombination leads to a loss in kinetic energy, acontribution to the cooling function �:�r = (3=2)Tet�1r = 2� 10�12 eVs (Te=�)1=2x2(
Bh20:025 )(1 + z200 )3 : (17)Collision: Collisions of energetic electrons can lead to ionization and/or excitation ofhydrogen. For high enough electron temperatures this is a very e�cient cooling mechanismeven is only a small fraction of neutral hydrogen is present. The collisional ionization rate isabout [17, 21]t�1c = 6� 10�8s�1 � (Te=�)1=2e��=Tex(1� x)(
Bh20:025 )(1 + z200 )3 : (18)The collisional ionization cooling rate is�c = 8� 10�7 eVs � (Te=�)1=2e��=Tex(1� x)(
Bh20:025 )(1 + z200 )3 : (19)Correspondingly, for the excitation cooling one obtains�e = 10�6 eVs e�3�=4Tex(1� x)(
Bh20:025 )(1 + z200 )3 : (20)Excitation cooling is thus always nearly 103 times faster than ionization cooling. Hence, thelatter can be neglected. 7



As long as the electron temperature is substantially below 1eV, excitations are not commonenough to cool the plasma e�ciently. In this situation Compton cooling of the CMB photonsis the most e�cient cooling mechanism.Compton cooling: From the Kompaneets equation one obtainsnB�CMB = Te � TT ( ne�T�2me ) Z 10 !4fCMB(fCMB + 1)d!� 10�10 eVs x�Te � TCBM� ��1 + z200 �4 : (21)The corresponding heating process by compton scattering of the ionizing radiation can beneglected (since there are so much less ionizing photons than CMB photons).Of course the plasma is also adiabatically cooled due to expansion and it is important tocompare this with the cooling rates above. Furthermore, if the process of expansion is muchfaster than one of the processes calculated above, we can neglect the corresponding process inthe expanding universe.Expansion: In a matter dominated Friedmann universe with 
tot = 1, the expansion rateis given byt�1exp = H � 4:6� 10�15s�1 � (h=0:5)�1 + z200 �3=2 : (22)Adiabatic cooling due to expansion amounts to a cooling rate of�exp = (3=2)(1 + x)�dTedt �ad � 2� 10�13 eVs � (Te=�)(1 + x)�1 + z200 �3=2 (h=0:5) : (23)An additional possible cooling mechanism would be Bremsstrahlungs cooling but this turnsout to be very small within the range of electron temperatures we are interested in.3.2 The di�erential equationsThe degree of ionization, x, the electron temperature, Te, and the form of the ionizing spectrum,fi are in principle determined by the following system of di�erential equations:dxdt = �t�1r + t�1pi + t�1c (24)dTedt = 2 _aaTe + 23(1 + x)(�� �)� Te1 + x dxdt (25)@fi@t � _aa @fi@! = �dfidt jpi + dfidt jrec � dfidt jKompaneets + source : (26)The �rst term on the right hand side of the second equation is adiabatic cooling due toexpansion. The second term denotes the other heating and cooling mechanisms:� = �pi ; � = �r +�e +�CMB :The last term is due to the increase of independent particles by ionization which lowers thekinetic energy per particle and therefore the temperature. The third equation sketches thechanges in the ionizing spectrum which are relevant at energies ! � �. The second term on8



the left hand side accounts for the redshift of photon energies due to expansion. The �rstterm describes the loss of photons due to ionization. Then there comes the gain of photons byrecombination, the energy losses due to Compton scattering o� the lower temperature electronsand �nally the source term which represents the emission of ionizing radiation from someunknown primordial objects. This term has to be guessed.We have not yet managed to solve the system of di�erential equations (24,25,26) in somegenerality. We have just looked at the stable situation, dxdt = dTedt = dfidt = 0 and solvedthe resulting algebraic equations for x and Te for a given ionization spectrum fi which weparametrized like in Section 2 as a Planck spectrum with chemical potential. fi is then fullydetermined by its temperature Ti and its chemical potential � or the parameter q which wasintroduced in Section 2. The resulting electron temperature and the degree of ionization areshown as functions of Ti in Figs. 6 and 7. Of course this is not a realistic situation sincephotoionization is so fast that it will quickly lead to a depletion of the spectrum above 13.6eVwhich is probably not readily re�lled by a realistic source term. This leads to the very unphysicalbehavior that even for very small Ti, i.e. very few ionizing photons, x � 1.4 Results, ConclusionsOur preliminary results show that early reionization is still possible even though the parameterspace is squeezed by the limit on the Compton y parameter and the absence of any near infraredbackground. The �rst fact tells us that the electron temperature cannot have been higher than2eV for a substantial duration at high redshift, z > zdec. The second constraint reveals that, onthe other hand, there was no ionizing uv{radiation present at z � 10 which might have kept theintergalactic medium ionized. If is was ionized at this redshift it thus was collisionally ionized,i.e., the electron temperature was above 1.5eV.To weaken these constraints, one might still imagine the cosmic plasma to be photoionizedup to a redshift z < zdec, say z � 50 and collisionally ionized later. But it is not clear ifeven this possibility remains, i.e. if it is possible to constantly photoionize the plasma withoutheating it above 1.5eV, say. To decide on this last possibility we have to fully solve the systemof di�erential equations presented in Section 3.2 for some reasonable source models. In additionwe have to take into account the clumping which must be present at a time when the �rst formedobjects are supposed to emit ionizing radiation: Whenever a factor n2B enters our equations(e.g. recombination and collisions) we have to replace the background Friedmann value of n2Bby n(clump)B = n2B(1 + Z �(x)2d3x) = n2B(1 + Z P (k)d3k);where �(x) denotes the density uctuations in the baryon distribution and P (k) is the powerspectrum, P (k) = (�̂(k))2.Furthermore, if the primordial plasma is contaminated by metals from the �rst objects, thesemight contribute to the cooling rate substantially and thus inuence the electron temperature.It is an important but di�cult task to estimate this e�ect.
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Figure Captions (Figures on request from the author: durrer@physik.unizh.ch)Fig. 1 The induced microwave anisotropy for a texture collapsing at tc = 7:6 is shown in thecase of a reionized universe (full line) and a not ionized universe (dashed line) as a function ofthe impact time � . In the units chosen, the decoupling time is tdec = 74, so that in this casezc=zdec � 90. The damping in this case is approximately a factor of 15 and the damped signalis also widened to a width of approximately tdec.Fig. 2 Like Fig. 1 but for tc = 20, thus zc=zdec � 13. The damping factor is approximately5 in this case.Fig. 3 Like Fig. 1 but for tc = 40, thus zc=zdec � 3. The damping factor is approximately 2in this case.Fig. 4 Like Fig. 1 but for tc = 100 > tdec. No damping occurs in this case. (The two curvesoverlay.)Fig. 5 The limiting �i=�B = q is given in units of 10�7 which leads to enough (� nB)ionizing photons to reionize the universe for a given radiation temperature Ti (plotted in unitsof the ionization energy � = 13:6eV , heavy line. This limit is compared with the limits onbackground radiations at di�erent wavelengths given in Table 1 (crosses connected with lightlines). The lower limit applies if the ionizing radiation was emitted until today, z = 0. Theupper limit applies if the emission of ionizing radiation seized at z = 10. The remaining dashedregion gives the allowed range of parameters in the universe was photoionized until z = 10.Fig. 6 The plasma temperature Te is given as a function of the temperature of the ioniz-ing radiation for q = 10 and fi a blackbody spectrum with chemical potential for z = 200and a static solution of the equations. This �gure was produced for his diploma thesis by P.Ehrismann[22].Fig. 7 The degree of ionization x is given as a function of the temperature of the ionizingradiation for q = 10 and fi a blackbody spectrum with chemical potential for z = 200 and astatic solution of the equations. The value x = 1 for small Ti is unphysical. It is due to thestaticity assumption. This �gure was produced for his diploma thesis by P. Ehrismann [22].
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